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PERFORMA is a SUSTAINABLE line because it comes 
from GMO-free corn intended for industrial use and is 
completely solvent-free.
It combines research, environment protection and 
performance. It’s extremely soft, breathable and 
water-proof.

PERFORMA is a range of products for the clothing, 
footwear (in particular technical sports footwear) and 
accessory industries.

With equal thickness, PERFORMA weighs 30% less than 
natural leather. It’s easy to process because it can 
be washed in the washing machine or autoclave. 
Moreover, it can be personalised with high-resolution 
digital prints.
It has been awarded the EU ECOLABEL, the 
European label that certifies (according to Regulation 
(EC) No 66/2010) the low environmental impact of 
products or services.
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The PERFORMA range is made with 
high-tenacity microfibre coated with 
highly resistant polyurethane resins 
and is produced with the island-sea 
system. 65% of the products used 
to finish the microfibre come from 
non-GMO raw materials.

PERFORMA is treated with Ultra Fresh 
additive to protect against mould 
and bad odours resulting from 
bacteria.

CHARACTERISTICS

COMFORT

SAFETY

DURATION

Increased lightness:
-30% of weight 

Increased resistance 
against abrasions

Resistance to strong 
acids and bases

SUSTAINABILITY

Use of plant-based 
raw materials

*Ultra-Fresh is a registered trademark of Thomson Research Associates Inc.
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When two polymers are co-
extruded to create one fibre, the 
dispersion in the fibre’s transversal 
section is called “island” and the 
matrix, “sea”. When the “sea” 
component is eliminated through 
specific processes, you can 
obtain a group of fine microfibres.
The structure of the resulting fibre 
resembles a set of islands in the 
middle of the sea.
The fabric made with this fibre 
features a unique style and superior 
comfort, excellent breathability 
and waterproofness, and strong 
decontamination properties.

SEA-ISLAND 
TECHNOLOGY

SEA COMPONENT ISLAND COMPONENT

POLYMER A
WATER SOLUBLE RESIN

POLYMER B
PET / PA

FILATURE
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